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Chapter 1 : 10 WAYS TO IMPRESS EVERYONE YOU KNOW
Seek out new and interesting experiences. Being a champion couch sitter and avid prime time TV watcher is not going
to impress anyone. Seek out new experiences and, preferably, do things that other people do not normally do.

These two simple phrases can make tremendous difference in the way you communicate and in the way you
make other people feel. There is no sweeter sound for anyone than their own name, so try to remember names
of people you encounter and use their names in your communication. They will love it! Strong, meaningful
and beautiful relationships inspire all people, but only one lie can break even solid, long-built fairy tale in a
matter of seconds. So, fidelity to your significant other is a great foundation for everything you do and for
living happy and fulfilled life. Smile can break the ice of the most difficult communication and positive
outlook on life is contagious, people are usually attracted and inspired by happy and positive personalities. Try
to see the bottle half full and your life will flow into positive direction. People are impressed by great speakers
and communicators who can express ideas clearly, who can explain exactly what they want. It can be very
hard to build a strong and good relationship without clear and good communication, so we all need to lean this
skill. Eye contact can also help to communicate efficiently â€” watch people in their eyes when you talk to
them and you will see how much more easy your communication will become. Once I met a very successful
businessman who taught me this lesson: This is why, learn new things each day, read useful books, improve
your knowledge and skillsâ€¦what can you lose doing this? You can only win! Some people make promises
and hardly accomplish any of those. Be the person of your word and make it a habit to over-deliver, do more
than you are asked. Like this you will get into a habit of bringing true value into the world and people are very
attracted by this! Not only this will bring you inner satisfaction and happiness, but also you will make great
and positive impact on lives of other people. Her name is Victoria Beckham. She pushes it all to the highest
level of her capacity, starting with her being a singer in one of the most successful music bands of her time, to
her fashion designer career, her beautiful family and the way she keeps her body in beautiful shape even
though she is the mum of four. So, the lesson is â€” excel at what you do and you will become a shining star
on the sky of inspiration. I hope you found some useful information and inspiration for yourself.
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Some experts estimate that 85 percent of your financial success comes not from your skills or knowledge but from your
ability to connect with other people and engender their trust and respect.

Tweet Your financial success does not comes from your aptitudes or knowledge but rather comes from your
capacity to interface with other individuals and gain their trust and regard. Within seconds, everybody you
meet develops a feeling to a great extent. So whether you are hoping to raise fund for your organization,
dealing with your community or driving your business, associating with individuals and establishing an
incredible connection is imperative. Here are a few hints to enable you to win hearts and brains in 9 seconds:
Make the fight or flight reaction neutral: Every individual makes oblivious prompt evaluations that revolve
around how safe they feel. Be aware of your prompt flags and ensure that they would never be seen as
debilitating. Be aware of your personal space and respect the limits of others. If they lean in, you lean in. Keep
in mind that ideas of suitable personal space change by culture. We anticipate that individuals will satisfy the
picture we have made in our brains from their personality, telephone calls, messages, or emails. We expect
consistency with that general picture and without it, we feel some level of disillusionment and disarray. Be
aware of nonverbal communication: It represents the greater part of what others react to at first. Hold yourself
in a way that shows consideration and an open heart. Keep an outward appearance that joins expert with
receptiveness and eye to eye connection. The dialect of the mind is pictures, sounds, emotions and to a lesser
degree, smells and tastes. Work to build up a positive informative style. Keep control of your attitude: The
general energy you radiate is one of the main oblivious things individuals react to. Deal with your Mood
Swings: People are attracted to warmth, energy, and certainty more than outrage, egotism, and anxiety.
Whatever is going ahead around you, deal with your reactions to get the best reaction from others. Ensure that
your words, your manner of speaking, and your non-verbal communication are for the most part saying a
similar thing. Blended messages put off others, however, consistency gives you lucidity and makes you
believable. Be intrigued and receptive; make inquiries that start their creative ability and ignite a discussion.
Locate a personal style that speaks to your identity and the message you need to send about yourself. Take a
look at your dress and appearance as bundling an item. Have a personal statement arranged and retained so
you can tell others succinctly and persuasively what you do, what it intends to you, and why it has any kind of
effect. Consider it not as an attempt to sell something but rather a connection with and slyly created smaller
than usual introduction. Work through these focuses and you ought to have an extraordinary early introduction
all arranged. One last tip as you get out there: Since, to be honest, you never know when it really will be.
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When you approach anyone, smile warmly, stand up straight, and make good eye contact â€” "People who do those
three things make the other person feel immediately at ease," she says. Talk to.

Tweet on Twitter Our minds really are amazing things, and they can sometimes work in very mysterious
ways. If you want to impress them with your super quick reflexes and timing, try this trick. Find a small object
perhaps money! Flatten your hand and place it about a food above the object. Tell a friend or family member
to place their flattened hand about halfway between yours and the object. Bet them that you can grab the
object before them, even though their hand is closer. Tell them that they can move their hand once you move
yours. By the time their brain has registered that your hand has moved and it is time to move theirs, you will
have already had time to grab the object yourself. If you want to convince someone you are a mind reader, ask
them to hold their hand up. Tell them to think about one of their fingers, but not to tell you which one. Once
they have decided, using your own finger, gently push on each of their fingers, one after the other. Without
even knowing, they will put up a bit of resistance when you touch the finger they are thinking about. Try
doing something funny and meaningless to distract them from your actual method. Perhaps wave your hands
in the air and say abracadabra, or something of the sort. Everyone knows the old trick of shouting out random
numbers to mess up their friend who is trying to count something. Instead of yelling random numbers, say a
few numbers in order. The brain catches onto patterns more quickly, and this will get them confused much
easier! If you want to guarantee a win during Rock, Paper, Scissors, interrupt the count by asking the person a
personal question. Immediately resume the game. For whatever reason, the person will usually automatically
do scissors as some kind of defense mechanism. Usually, they will just take the object by force of habit. If you
want to have some fun while talking to your friend, pick a word that they say. Each time they say the chosen
word, smile or nod or do something positive. Before too long, they will be saying the word over and over
again. Try asking your friend some simple math questions. For some reason, people will usually say carrot! If
you are playing a game with someone and they are beating you, ask them exactly how they are able to play so
well. Ask them what their secret is. They will begin to panic and overthink everything, and eventually mess
up. The brain works in different unimaginable ways! These are some surefire ways to entertain and impress
your friends and family! Never give up your secrets and methods, and they will always be impressed! There
are so many fun things you can do with the mind once you know a few little tricks.
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If you want to impress someone with a trait you are proud of, you need to do it in a productive way. You don't want to
seem like that mid-life crisis guy that thinks he's impressing people but really just gets pitied.

There is nothing that can be more obnoxious to people than to invade their personal space. You see how an
invasion of space can turn people right off, remember that! People want to know you care. Show them that you
do, and you have won major points. Cover all your bases and just be very polite. Sometimes, all it takes is one
comment and the deal is broken! So make sure that you speak properly, no obscenities or use of swear words.
When a salesman calls you, are you more likely to listen to him if he speaks slowly and in control, or if he
speaks very quickly? Slow and controlled talking gives the impression that you are giving thought to what you
are saying. Plus it gives them the chance to talk back and be a part of the conversation, which is what you
want if you want to impress them. Stay away from any monologues! For one, eye contact is good, and needed.
Too much eye contact can make some people uncomfortable and that can be a huge deal breaker. The key is to
find a happy medium and look at them in the eyes when you are saying a particular point that you want them
to remember and pay attention to. You also do not want to look like you are avoiding eye contact with them.
So make sure that you do have some eye contact. A good trick is to look away while you move your hands or
arms or shift your body position. Too much transparency can be seen as a little desperate and no one is
impressed by desperation. What you want is for that person to know that there is much more to you than what
you have showed them so far. Mystery is appealing, so use that to your advantage. Knowing that there is much
more to discover is impressive. Smile when they say something funny without overdoing it , and speak with a
half smile. Smiling is actually very powerful. Did you know that they train telephone sales rep to speak with a
smile on their face? Because even without seeing their face, you can still feel the smile in their voice. And it
makes a huge difference in sales. If you do what feels right, you will probably incorporate all of these points
without even knowing it. Everyone has a certain charm, a likability, that comes through when they are just
being themselves. We are all unique, and we all have that special intangible in our own little way.
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If you have trouble socializing or making new friends, then this article will really help you. Today we will give you quick
and easy ways using which you can literally impress anybody you meet and make as many friends as you like.

Mathew J Maniyamkott Although I hate to admit it, the desire to impress others is always there. There is an
invisible pressure that lurks somewhere deep inside my gut every time I meet someone new. Even after getting
acquainted , we still have a million other opportunities when we could impress people with our impeccable
character and the way we handle ourselves. Tyler Durden of Fight Club may have commanded respect and
power even though he was unbecoming of a decent human being, but such antics will land you in jail in real
life. In real life, respect everybody, be it your co-worker, elders, kids, your Uber driver, anybody. If you try,
you can always find some trait to respect people. Look people in the eye If you can look into the eyes of the
person you talk to, hold it steady for the most part of the conversation and you would come across as
trustworthy. Eye contact becomes even more important when you are talking to a lady. Be open minded, ask
questions You will meet all kinds of people when you get out of the confines of your home. You will meet
people who do not have the same values as you and people who do not subscribe to the same views as you.
But you should not pre-judge. The odds of people being interested in you despite all the differences between
the two of you is always there. Respect the fact that their different outlook towards life was due to unique
circumstances in which they grew up in. Ask questions about their life, and be genuinely interested in getting
to know people. Respect personal boundaries I am a touchy person; I love shaking hands and hugging. If I am
comfortable with you in the first meeting in an informal setting, I will give a parting hug when we say our
goodbyes. But some people detest such behaviour. So how do I go about my business when I meet such
people? I look for cues. How much space do they keep when we are conversing? How comfortable were they
when they shook hands? How physically close they were when they met their other acquaintances? Observe
and act accordingly. If you say you will do something, do it As simple as it may seem, not everybody follows
through on what they say. Often, if someone promises to be somewhere at seven in the evening, rarely do they
be there on time. Do not ever make a promise that you cannot keep. You should simply refuse rather than
recant on your decision at the last minute. Be as reliable as clockwork, and you will command respect. It is
certainly not going to be easy to follow through on everything, but it is well worth the effort. Know what
happens around the world There is nothing more impressive than being able to fluently talk about, for
example, the happenings in Somalia or the H1B visa issue. Try reading as much as possible in your spare time.
Even better, make time for reading the newspaper every single day. It will open you up to unique opportunities
and will act as an interesting conversation starter when you meet new people. With all that said, the most
important thing that you can do is treat each person that you meet as a celebrity. Remember their names,
mention it twice or thrice during the conversation. Smile when you talk to people. Make people comfortable
when you talk to them. Even if you follow half of the tips given above, people would be impressed with you.
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The person who serves himself becomes someone purer, truer, and fuller. Ultimately, the only way to be an
unforgettable person is not by not trying to be one. Being natural and working our true desires is the key to being
happier.

The impression is the most important thing which creates your image in the eyes of another person. No matter
how talented you are, how good looking you are but, until unless you can create a good impression, you are
just like the others. The way we create our impressions on others makes us different. It is the way we present
ourselves to the world. But, now the point is how to impress someone. Is it that difficult? What matters is your
own identity. You are different and feel proud of it. Live life the way you want it to be. First, you need to
impress yourself than someone else. Confidence is the key to success in everything. Everyone likes a
confident person and will like you, only if you are confident. However, keep a check that this confidence has
not become overconfident. Be honest and positive: People love all those persons who can remain positive in
every tough situation. Always give your honest opinion. Keep your promises and became that person who can
be trusted by anyone. Respect others and help all those who need it: It is a sure fact that you always respect
your peers and superiors, but what makes you different is how you respect your inferiors. Be humble in nature
and help people. Never say no to a person who has asked for a genuine help from you. Make people feel good
around you: You are sitting alone in a corner and everyone else in talking among them. It is not impressive. Be
the one who starts the conversation. Make people feel good and comfortable around you. Talk to them and
most importantly, listen to what they are saying. Be nice to everyone and people will for sure get impressed by
you. How to Impress a Girl? Your dress depicts a kind of person you are. Wear clean clothes in which you can
feel comfortable. Be simple in looks and be clean. A girl likes a boy who respects everyone, not just her. Give
her genuine compliments: It is the best way to impress a girl. It does seems difficult to compliment a girl but it
is not. Keep the compliment sweet and simple. Just compliment her on her dress, every time you meet her.
Remember you have to compliment her and not her looks. Make her feel special and do small sweet things for
her: A girl always get impressed by a person who make her feel special. Give gifts to him and instead of
expensive gifts, be creative. You can impress her by giving her a handmade card. Open the door for her, pull
out the chair for her, and carry her bags and things which can make her feel special. Girls hate those persons
who push it too hard just to impress them. Remember, there are certain limits which should not be crossed
ever. Give your best shot. How to Impress a Boy? Boys get impressed by all those girls who makes the move
by themselves. If you wish to impress a boy, then approach him, instead of waiting for him to approach you.
Give it a try and you will not regret it. They love the way they are. Boys like those girls who can be confident
and straight forward. Boys get mesmerized by girls smile. Just smile whenever you see him. Laugh on her
silly jokes. Just let him know that you are enjoying his company and you will realize that he is also enjoying
your company too. Boys get impressed by girls who smells great. Use some good perfumes and see the magic.
Spray the perfume behind your ears, and around your neck. Remember that the perfume should not be strong
but it should have nice fragrance. Guys can be complex. A guy will instantly get impressed by a girl if she
would debate with him on the things which he like. Just try to find out what are his interest. For example, if he
likes football, then just grab some basic knowledge about it and talk to him about football. He will fall for you,
no doubts in it. Simple Tips and Tricks to Impress the one you Love Maintain an eye contact while taking to
other person. Keep your dress clean and shoes polished. Study the science of body language and implement it.
Keep one or two good jokes handy with you, for a serious situation. Keep your phone in your pocket while
you are having a conversation. Always keep a short and sweet smile on your face. Look positive, charming
and lively. Go easy and natural.
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Chapter 7 : 7 Ways To Impress People In 60 Seconds Or Less | HuffPost
8. Respect limits: Be aware of your personal space and respect the limits of others. If all else fails, follow other person's
signals. If they lean in, you lean in. Keep in mind that ideas of suitable personal space change by culture.

Finding minimalism in a world of consumerism. This desire to impress others impacts the cars we drive, the
clothes we wear, the technology we embrace, and the careers we choose. Unfortunately, it is often elusive.
And the purchases that impressed your neighbor yesterday make no impression today. As a result, we live our
lives with out-of-style clothes, jobs that we hate, skyrocketing personal debt, and jealousy towards our
neighbor who seems to have it allâ€¦ until that unquenchable desire to impress begs us to begin the cycle
again. The hard truth is we often look to impress others in all the wrong places. Take a moment and identify
the people in your life that truly impress you. What is it about their life that inspires you? Very rarely if ever is
it the car that they drive or the size of their home. Most often, the people that truly inspire us possess the
invisible, intangible qualities that we all desire. Regularly give your time, energy, and money to others without
expecting anything in return. The giving of your life to another is one of the most impressive things you can
ever do. It concretely communicates that you enjoy life and their company. Always, always, always focus on
the good aspects of people and situations. And by love your kids, I mean genuinely like them too. Enjoy being
with them, spending time with them , and investing in their lives. Be Faithful to Your Spouse. Marital fidelity
is going out of style too quickly these days. Stay faithful to the one you chose. Trust me, your friends and
colleagues will be impressedâ€¦ not to mention your partner. There is only one thing they all have in common:
They discovered their strengths and developed them with great discipline. Do the same with your unique
giftedness and temperament. And regardless of the profession you choose, you will impress. You will change
and be better because of it. While there is nothing wrong with being dogmatic in your beliefs, a healthy
appreciation of how others came to theirs is definitely an impressive quality. Avoid television and
consumerism. Embrace your passions and find enjoyment in your life. The people around you will be
impressedâ€¦ and jealous. Living your life in competition with those around you will never impress. After all,
everyone else is already doing that. Change the world by being different. Seek to encourage and lift up others.
And the person who benefits the most just may be you. People who exhibit care for the physical world around
us exhibit care for all humanity. You are special, unique, and gifted. And the less you make an effort to tell
everyone that, the more they will notice. A contented life is enjoyable , desirable, and admirable. And are
impressed with those who have. Give up your desire to impress everyone you meet. But never give up your
desire to inspire everyone you meet. Of course, the greatest thing about this list is that you already possess
everything you need to inspire others. So why not get started? Stop trying to impress others with the things
that you own and begin inspiring them by the way you live your life.
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how to make anyone love you (hindi) | 36 questions that will make anyone love you | arthur aron - duration: great ideas
great life , views.

Life How to Impress Anyone in 30 Seconds or Less Few things in life will help you more than knowing how
to make an immediate great impression. Make note of these impressive habits. Getty Images Some experts
estimate that 85 percent of your financial success comes not from your skills or knowledge but from your
ability to connect with other people and engender their trust and respect. So whether you are looking to raise
money for your company, or you are managing your team or leading your business, connecting to people and
making a great impression is very important. Here are some tips to help you win hearts and minds in 30
seconds: Neutralize the fight-or-flight response. Each person makes unconscious immediate appraisals that
center around how safe they feel. Be mindful of personal space and respect the boundaries of others.
Remember that concepts of appropriate personal space vary by culture. In business, first impressions are
frequently colored by expectations. We expect people to live up to the image we have created in our minds
from their reputation, phone calls, emails, or texts. We expect consistency with that general image -- and
without it, we feel some degree of disappointment and confusion. Be mindful of body language. It accounts
for more than half of what others respond to initially -- so it literally does speak louder than words. Hold
yourself in a way that signals attention and an open heart, and keep a facial expression that combines authority
with approachability and eye contact. Work to develop a positive explanatory style. Keep control of your
attitude. The general energy you give off is one of the first unconscious things people respond to. People are
drawn to warmth, enthusiasm, and confidence more than anger, arrogance, and impatience. Whatever is going
on around you, manage your responses to get the best response from others. Make sure your words, your tone
of voice, and your body language are all saying the same thing. Mixed messages put off others, but
consistency gives you clarity and credibility. Be curious, open-minded, and interested. Be interested and
open-minded; ask questions that spark their imagination and ignite conversation. Find a personal style that
represents who you are and the message you want to send about yourself. Look at your dress and appearance
as packaging a product. Have a personal statement. Have a personal statement prepared and memorized so you
can tell others concisely and eloquently what you do, what it means to you, and why it makes a difference.
Think of it not as a sales pitch but an engaging and artfully crafted mini-presentation. Work through these
points and you should have a great first impression all lined up. One final tip as you get out there: Because,
frankly, you never know when it actually will be. May 27, Like this column?
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If someone can't look me in the eye, I tend to think they are either hiding something or are simply not very confident
about what they have to say. I'm impressed when people have the confidence to.

Money A reader asked me if I could break down my ideas into a handful of principles. The book Your Money
or Your Life by Joe Dominguez and Vicki Robin read my detailed notes on the book had a profound impact
on me when I was figuring out my personal finances. One major theme of the book was the idea that you need
to sit down and figure out the small handful of key values that are central in your life. Once you have figured
out what those are, the rest is secondary â€” and that means you should seriously trim back your spending in
those areas. Not surprisingly, a major chunk of the book is devoted to ways to cut your spending. Right at the
start of the list â€” the single most important tactic they suggest for cutting your spending â€” is summed up in
six easy words. Stop trying to impress other people. Stop worrying about it. I found it was really powerful for
me to take people and split them into two groups: Who cares what they think? The trickier part was worrying
about impressing other people whose opinions I do care about. People I want to meet. Again, I go back to the
basics. So, to put it simply, take care of the basics. Keep your weight under control. Work on your
communication skills. Coming to this realization is incredibly valuable. It drops your clothing budget. It drops
your automobile budget. It drops your electronics budget. It drops your housing budget. Yes, you may actually
still want one or two of these things, but the impetus comes from what your personal core values are, not what
other people around you seem to value or what marketing messages you receive. For some people, it seems
impossible. Their social cues come from advertising-laden media and from friends who also get their cues
from advertising-laden media. Their self-worth revolves around that little burst they get from impressing
others. Be a trendsetter within your group. Back away from the expenses and activities that revolve mostly
around impressing other people. You can do this either with your circle of friends or on your own, but try out
new things that you might never have considered before. Think of things that seemed fun to you but you never
got involved with because others around you decried them â€” and you were trying hard to impress them by
agreeing. If the conversation turns to bland compliments of each other and insults of people outside your
group, steer the conversation away from it. Focus on being positive towards everyone, particularly in
non-material areas. Use your compliments wisely. Share personal growth oriented thoughts. Talk about your
big aspirations and dreams. Encourage others to share theirs as well. It also helps to read good materials in
these areas so that you have more food for your own thought and more ideas to share. If your circle of friends
is still focused too heavily on impressing others and on material gains, spend some time exploring new
relationships. Instead, spend your time on things that bring real value to you â€” and give real value to others.
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